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One plus one makes two.



The two might blend and make someone new.



A family of three can find one more.



And easily become a family of four!



Two families can join together.



And blend into one that's happier than ever.



Foster families grow in a special way.



They help kids who need a place to stay.



Some families share the same shape.



Some share the same color.



You might look like one parent...



...or more like the other.



Some families have the same last name.



While other families have a few.



Some families have one home.



And some families need to have two.



Most of your days might be at one home.



And every other weekend you stay at the other.



You might take turns with holidays.



Or spend a whole summer.



Instead of one bedroom you might have two.



Or maybe you'll share your room with someone new.



Two might have birthdays on the same day.



Or one birthday gets celebrated in two ways.



Each home has its own way of how things are done.



But that just means two ways of having fun! 



Whether it's tradition or trying something new.



Families make memories and memories make you. 



It doesn't matter if your parents are grand, foster or step...



The meaning of family is easy to understand.



Family isn't something you choose.



And it isn't something you lose.



Families grow. That's what they do.



Which only means there's more people who love YOU!



The Blend



     His mother, Marta Torres, had six children 
and evnoght they had four different fathers, 
they were love and raised as equals. 
     Her children now in five different states, 
and have taken wildly different paths in their 
careers, politics and religious beliefs. Marta 
passed away in 2010, but her kids  still get 
together every year to make new memories.

     Achilles Yeldell is a writer and 
artist. who lives in Quakertown, 
PA, where create stories that 
celebrate  kindness and 
compassion. 
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